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Abstract. The study of hadron production in heavy ion collisions provides the researcher with valuable
techniques to investigate the properties of quark gluon plasma (QGP). The hadron and anti-hadron production
in the reaction plane, at relativistic heavy ion collisions are studied for the energy per nucleon available
at the RHIC-STAR experiment of

√
(sN N ) = 200 GeV. In order to test the models used for hadron and

anti-hadron production, two common event generators (HIJING 1.35 and HYDJET++ 2.0.2), established
on Monte Carlo techniques, are discussed for hadron and anti-hadron production in the reaction plane for
heavy ions 197 Au79 − 197 Au79 collisions at

√
SN N = 200 GeV. We find that, HYDJET++ 2.0.2 is more

realistic in comparing the results of simulations with those of the experimental data published by the STAR-
Collaboration.

1. Introduction

Relativistic heavy-ion collisions create suitable conditions
for a phase transition from hadron to deconfined quark
matter QCD and a test benchmark for lattice QCD
calculations. Many evidences have demonstrated that the
quark gluon plasma (QGP) matter has been produced
mainly in the central Au − Au collisions at RHIC energies
[1]. In the process, large amounts of energy are deposited
into a more extended volume than that achieved in
elementary particle collisions. These nuclear interactions
briefly produce hot and dense matter containing roughly
equal numbers of quarks and antiquarks. Then the QGP
expands rapidly and cools down. QGP undergoes a
transition into unstable hadron gas, producing hadrons,
anti-hadrons, and even complete nuclei as was reported by
the RHIC-STAR experiment – USA in 2010 [2], where
the discovery of anti-Helium 4 (4 He2 or α ) show the
possibility of new dynamics in producing anti hadrons
from QGP. Therefore the relativistic heavy-ion collision
can not only provide an environment to study strong
interacting phase transition and QCD matter but also an
ideal venue to produce antimatter particles [3].

There are research proposals due to Kharzeev and
Voloshin [4–6] about the rule of following the steps of
chiral symmetry breaking: a- Rotation of charged quarks
in QGP, b- Self-induced magnetic field, c- Generation of
Faraday and Hall currents, d- Chiral flipping of left helicity
to right helicity quarks. e- Charge separation due to self-
induced magnetic field.

The global study of the ratio over all generated events
is carried out in [7–9]. The event by event asymmetry
calculation and then averaging is carried out in this
investigation and assigned a convention of a local study.
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The present work investigates the ability of the
common models “HIJING 1.35”, and “HYDJET++
2.0.2” used in studying QGP phenomenology with and
without collective flow, respectively, by Monte Carlo
techniques [3]; to reproduce phase space (i.e. spatial and
momentum ) distributions asymmetry in antihadron to
hadron ratios. The spatial asymmetry distributions take
the reaction plane as a spatial reference in estimating the
asymmetries in antihadron to hadron ratios. We restrict our
investigation to two baryons and two mesons. That are;
proton and lambda (p±,�±) for baryons, and pi and kaon
(p±, κ±) for mesons. Our results could be investigated
at the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC), and applied
on the data from the experiments of STAR, PHOBOS,
PHENIX, BRAHMS in USA-BNL.

The paper is organized in order to show the reader the
possibility to detect charge asymmetry in samples of events
generated by each the event generators HIJING 1.35,
and HYDJET++ 2.0.2. The charge asymmetry appear
and are detected without regarding the Kharzeev and
Voloshin effects of the self-induced global chiral magnetic
field and the subsequent charge separation of quarks and
anti-quarks, since these effects are not included in any
of the studied event generators. After the introduction,
Sect. 2 will introduce basic definitions and methods used
throughout the discussion. Section 3 gives the results and
discussions. Finally Sect. 4 summarizes the conclusions
and future work.

2. Methods and concepts
Hijing 1.35 is an event generator written in Fortran 77,
based on QCD inspired models for multiple jet
production, and designed to study jet and mini-
jet production and associated particle production in
pp, p A, and AA ultra-relativistic collisions. This

c© The Authors, published by EDP Sciences. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0
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Figure 1. The correlation between the impact parameter |b| and the centrality. The solid line is the most probable Gaussian fit. The
colors represent the densities of points. Graph (a) gives the results obtained on HIJING 1.35, and graph (b) is the results deduced on
HYDJET++ 2.0.2.

Figure 2. The geometry of heavy ion collision event. The reaction
plane is represented in red. The transverse plane is represented as
xy-plane.

model incorporates mechanisms such as multiple minijet
production, soft excitation, nuclear shadowing of parton
distribution functions and jet interactions in dense
hadronic matter. Each generated event and the produced
particles represents one probable state of a physical
system. The flexibility of programming allows for testing
several hypothesis and modifications on the dynamical
models of QGP. HYDJET++ 2.0.2. HYDJET++ event
generator [11] includes detailed treatment of soft hadro-
production as well as hard multi-parton production, and
takes into account medium-induced parton re-scattering
and energy loss. The main program HYDJET++ is
written in the object-oriented C ++ language under the
RO OT environment [12,13]. In our study HIJING 1.35
and HYDJET++ 2.0.2 are tuned to 197 Au79 − 197 Au79
relativistic heavy ion collisions at

√
sN N = 200 GeV, and

1000 collision events are generated.
The centrality of the heavy ion collision event

is defined as c = 1 − Nparticipants

Ntotal
, Ntotal = Aprojectile +

Atarget = 2 × 197 for 197 Au79. Figure 1 shows the scatter
graphs of the absolute value of the impact parameter
|−→b | in Fermi units (fm) and the centrality of Au − Au
collision as produced by HIJING 1.35 in graph (1-a)
and HYDJET++ 2.0.2 in graph (1-b). The monotonically
decreasing strong correlation between c and |−→b | is
confirmed by Gaussian fitting to the most probable values.
The illustration in Fig. 2 is the geometry of a single

collision event. It represents the reaction plane in red as
the plane containing both the impact parameter vector

−→
b

and the incidence direction of both heavy ions.
The present work studies the asymmetry in antihadron

to hadron production ratios concerning four selected
hadrons in the reaction plane. Two mesons: π± as a low
energy scalar meson and κ± as a strange meson, and
two baryons: p± the protons and �± the lambda strange
baryon, are selected in our study. The investigation of their
multiplicity distributions are commonly reported [9].

The asymmetry sum is defined as,

ζ = �events
(No.Antiparticles −No. particles)
(No.Antiparticles + No. particles)

,

−Nevents ≤ ζ ≤ Nevents (1)

3. Results and discussions
The momentum and space distributions of the hadron
for the collision events produced by the HIJIJNG 1.35
event generator are obtained and presented in Fig. 3
for global antihadron to hadron ratios, and Fig. 4 for
local asymmetry sum ζ . In general there is a fault in
the Hijing 1.35 hadronization mechanism for producing
lambda baryons. The results for lambda particles are
not trusted quantitatively, but the qualitative behavior is
concerned as it is consistent with the validation made by
V. V. Uzhinsky [9].

The symmetry in antihadron to hadron productions is
balanced, if the ratios are equal to one and the asymmetry
sums, ζ , equals zero over all the space and momenta.

The distributions in Fig. 3 show, in general, larger
values of antihadron to hadron ratios for π±, than for κ±
and finally for p± as p+ already exist in the colliding
heavy ions, respectively. That is, the production of the
anti-partner of the lightest meson is a candidate to test
the HIJING model ability to produce the asymmetry in
antihadron-hadron production [14]. Except for statistical
fluctuations, the in reaction plane transverse momentum
PTin behaviors are semi–decreasing PTin values. As shown
in graph (3-Left) for HIJING 1.35 and graph (3-Right)
for HYDJET++ 2.0.2. Kharzeev models also predict
the enhancement in the production of anti-baryons with
rapidity y [4].

Figures (4-left) and (4-right) shows asymmetry ratios
sum ζ distributions with PTin for baryons p± and �±. The
mesons π± and κ± are symmetrical in the production of
anti-hadrons. The anti-kaon production is enhanced in the
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Figure 3. The ah/h ratios in relation with pTin for mesons π± (blue), κ± (green)), and baryons (P± (pink), �± (black)); (Left)
HIJING 1.35. (Right) HYDJET++ 2.0.2.
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Figure 4. ah/h event asymmetry ratio sum with respect to in reaction plane momentum pTin using (Left) HIJING 1.35 and (Right)
HYDJET++ 2.0.2 simulator.
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Figure 5. The ah/h ratios in relation with�φin for mesons π± (blue), κ± (green)), and baryons (P± (pink),�± (black)); (Left) HIJING
1.35. (Right) HYDJET++ 2.0.2.

backward hemisphere, but the anti-proton production is
enhanced in the forward hemisphere.

Figures (5-left) and (5-right) are the ratio distributions
for the four particles with the azimuthal angle referenced
with respect to the reaction plane (= direction of the
impact parameter vector |−→b |,) �φ = φ − ψ , and the
in-reaction plane azimuthal angle, �φin . The distribu-
tions are symmetrical except for the proton p± ratio
distribution for �φin , The production of anti-protons is
equally probable except for the angles �φin = π/2, 3π/2
radians.

Figures (6-left) and (6-right) are the asymmetry ratio
sum ζ for �φin = φin . Irrespective of p± the production
of particles and anti particles are uniform over the angles
�φin = φin , while for protons, p±, the protons production
exceeds the anti-proton production at the angles �φin =
π/2, 3π/2 radians.

4. Conclusions
HIJING 1.35 could reproduce the asymmetry in baryons
and anti-baryons productions, but not for meson and
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Figure 6. ah/h event asymmetry ratio sum with respect to in reaction plane azimuthal angle �φin using (Left) HIJING 1.35 and (Right)
HYDJET++ 2.0.2 simulator.

anti-mesons. The new defined parameter of asymmetry
sum is statistically stable, especially, for baryons (which
have larger masses than mesons), and shows a general
asymmetry for baryons but not for mesons. The proton
and anti-proton production according to the HIJING model
shows a deficiency in anti-proton to proton production in
the directions normal to the reaction plane, HYDJET++
2.0.2. The asymmetry ratio ξ with pTin is decaying for
p± in HIJING 1.35 and semi decaying for p± and
�± in HYDJET++ 2.0.2. HYDJET++ 2.0.2 predicts
that the production of anti-baryons is enhanced with
the pTin value increasing. For the in-reaction plane
azimuthal angle �φin , it is found that the asymmetry
ratio sum ζ for the studied hadrons produced in events
generated by HYDJET++ 2.0.2 in the interval 2 ≤
�φin ≤ 4rad appears to decrease with some fluctuations.
HYDJET++ 2.0.2 has been shown to be more realistic
than H I J I N 1.35 in the study of dynamical parameters
pTin . It could be considered that the behavior of the
asymmetry ratio sum ζ is a good representation of what
can be obtained from the experimental measurements.
The asymmetry in the distributions of charged particles
(i. e. hadrons) could be observed very effectively using
the statistically stable parameter of the asymmetry ratio
sum, ζ .

In future we intend to enter the effect of Kharzeev
of the induced chiral magnetic field and the charge
separation.

Thanks are due to Cairo University’s research committee for
partial funding of attendance at the symposium and encouraging
the publishing of this work.
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